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Let your heart not fear the things of the world but rather fear to be distant from God.

It is up to you to follow the laws of Earth but also to announce Divine Laws to the world through
your own life.

For this reason, pray, child, so that your heart may propagate peace rather than fear; let your heart
be a fount of wisdom rather than of ignorance.

Let your soul radiate the love that you constantly receive toward the human consciousness, in this
way, stopping the seed of fear and of mental and spiritual confusion that humanity enters into ever
more deeply.

Contemplate the purification of the planet, just like your Lord contemplated Calvary, and know how
to find an opportunity behind each test to unite with God, assert your faith and deepen your
surrender, making the apparent human defeats the triumph of Love and of Divine Mercy.

Let this be a time for entering into your own heart and finding God. Remember that you are
crossing the desert of Lent, where temptations come to be defeated; where your soul contemplates
the steps of Calvary to prepare for the renewal of Easter; where the Christ within you is born, grows
and matures; where love and truth gain space in your whole being.

Live, child, sustained by Truth rather than by ignorance; sustained by Divine Laws, with a
foundation based upon wisdom rather than naivety.

Know that these are definitive times, times of surrender, times of the cross; but also know that the
true meaning of the cross is the triumph of the Love of God rather than that of human suffering.

Establish your bases in love and be a victory of Christ.

You have My blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


